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Aim: Drill a hole and bring the core in 3.5 m long sections up












































































































































































































local date and time (GMT Sundays 00:00 ticks labelled)
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Number of core 
pieces























-40 -30 -20 -10 0
temperature / °C
Intersection at -1.915 °C
in 2778 m drillers depth,
2790 logging depth.
radar depth 2780 ± 5 m.
Final depth 2774.15 m.
 Temperature
 Pressure melting curve





Best available logging data:
1. Log beginning of season NOV05
2. Log during the season 24JAN06
    down to 2687 m drilling depth
3. Log at end of season - less precise.
Lots of refrozen water at the 
bottom
Ice Coring goes arts
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modelled according to Paterson
measured hole closure
First log the hole




closure according to Nye‘s 
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Bore-hole Log January 1
st
, 2006
(corrected to tuned bore hole)
 ice density [Schytt + DEP + Hobbs]
 ice pressure [from ice density]
 liquid pressure
 pressure difference
 liquid density from pressure
        measurement
 '24JAN06_pu1'
Pressure later in the season
The winch moves the underground unit on a cable
By pulling they are forced
into the core, break and
hold it (in reality they are 






























































































































































































































































































    2002/2003           2003/2004                 2005/2006          
 core breaking strength

















EDML depth / m
 breaking force
        error 6% full scale systematic














 core breaking load
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EDML depth / m
Fits at -10 °C for approx. crystal size
No indication of being dominated by 
crystal size change
No indication of being dominated by 
fabrics
Fracture stress





This fits my practical experience of 




• Ice Drilling Community: log as much of the 
parameters as possible: any core break is 
a stress test, any unbalanced hole is a 
deformation test
• Physical Properties of Ice Community: 
discuss mechanical design to get maybe 
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EDML depth / m
fracture stress / Pa = 3410 + 1.1e-19* exp(temperature/5.17 K)
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